A TOS go-live at the container
terminal and nobody even
notices it …

CNMP in Le Havre makes seamless switch to
modern real-time TOS
The container terminal CNMP (Compagnie Nouvelle de
Manutentions Portuaires) in Le Havre in Northern France is
situated on the English Channel. For shipments to Western
Europe, due to its proximity to the A13, its direct access to the
Seine and its excellent rail and inland waterway connections, Le
Havre remains one of Europe’s most in-demand ports. In 2016,
approximately two thirds of all containers shipped in France
were operated here. More than 7,000 container ships deliver
their freight at the port. This makes it not only the biggest port in
France, but also the 11th biggest in Europe.

The expertise
•

TOPS is the only true real-time TOS on the market that
also can be implemented as a cloud solution

•

Practical experience and expertise in the terminal and
port environment for more than 25 years

•

Support for TOS and IT infrastructure from a single source

•

Training and support of TOS processes and
communication

“During a board meeting at the terminal,
those in charge were asking why the go-live
date for TOPS had been pushed back. No
congestion of any note in the area, no angry
calls from angry customers either. I was able
to tell them that the go-live was taking place
at precisely that moment. Preparations were
so perfect and TOPS Advance worked so well
that there were no delays or negative effects.
Compared with the usual go-lives of TOS
systems, this was truly remarkable.”
DIDIER MICHAUX,
Terminal Manager at CNMP

The challenge: Upgrading the TOS and the IT infrastructure
As is the case at all major terminals, the container planning and
operations processes at CNMP are controlled using a Terminal
Operating System (TOS). Thanks to TOS, processes such as the
discharging of containers from ships, its yard allocation into
the optimal location plus its subsequent loading into trucks
or railcars (and vice versa) are all intermeshing intelligently.
In this way, the performance of the terminal improves and so
does the service for the customer. CNMP has been using its
TOS software for more than 20 years. Its provider was unable
to offer a further development of the existing system. CNMP
therefore decided to introduce a new and powerful type of
TOS software. At the same time, the IT infrastructure of the
terminal was outdated and no longer met today’s requirements
for hardware and operation. In addition to making the switch
to a new TOS, CNMP also decided to completely revamp the IT
infrastructure. IT operations have been outsourced as a result
and delivered as a managed service going forward, efficient,
securely and consistently to the highest technical standards by
experts.
The solution:
one partner for the entire IT software and hardware
CNMP therefore not only went in search of a TOS provider,
but also a new IT service partner. By choosing the TOPS
Advance system provided by Real-time Business Solutions
(RBS) located in Sydney, alongside local partner RBS EMEA
based in Hamburg, the terminal operator managed to find a
suitable partner for both matters. The TOS not only controls
all productive and planning-based processes, it also integrates
the terminal with customers, authorities and other IT systems.
It is the only true real-time TOS on the market today. Another
important deciding factor for CNMP was the fact that TOPS
already communicates with the AP+ Port Community System
(PCS) – the official system of the French port authority – at
another terminal.

The implementation:
detailed analysis and close involvement of future users
The preparation and introduction of TOPS Advance was
completed within a time frame of around 14 months. After
conducting careful, joint analysis of the old TOS system and the
relevant processes, RBS EMEA collected the requirements and
expectations of the customer in workshops and configured the
system accordingly. The next step involved training up the key
users, migrating all the data and processes to the new system
and putting different requirement scenarios through their
paces in test mode.
Over the course of the project, the key users passed their
knowledge on the other users during internal workshops.
This meant that all employees were fully prepared for the
changeover to the new TOS. It took just one day to make the
switch and launch TOPS Advance as a live system. Despite
making the switch and introducing the new system, there
was virtually no productivity problem at this time and it even
increased soon after. Subsequent integration work into external
systems was minimal during this phase. The team from CNMP
quickly got up to speed with the software’s scope of operations
and functions, allowing them to optimally utilize the broad
spectrum of the system.
IT landscape as a secure turnkey solution
Completely new hardware and software was introduced to
the terminal alongside the TOP system. CNMP now has a
sustainable IT infrastructure with secure data access. The new
turnkey solution offers protection against outages and can
also cope with performance peaks. It is based on a virtualized,
failsafe cluster environment split across two locations. This
allows the application to continue to run even in emergency
situations. 1 to n redundancy is possible thanks to the use of
the latest hardware technology. CNMP can access 24/7 support
if problems occur.
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The benefits for CNMP
•

TOS change over without performance problems

•

Improved performance of the terminal

•

Secure IT processes and data storage

•

TOS system, new hardware and support from a
single source

•

RBS as a TOS provider with a long-term roadmap for
further development
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